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NOTICE

ZETACO, Inc. has prepared this Technical Manual for use by

ZETACO personnel and its customers to assist in the instal-

lation, operation and maintenance of the Model BMX=-2 Tape

Coupler. The information contained herein is the property

of ZETACO, Inc. and shall not be reproduced in whole nor In

part without prior written approval of ZETACO, Inc.

ZETACO, Inc. takes every effort to produce quality products

and documentation, however, the reader must be cautioned that

changes may be be made to the product not reflected in the

suppl led documentation. If you find errors or omissions,

please notify ZETACO, Inc. to remedy the problem. ZETACO,

Inc. shall not be responsible for any damages (Including

consequential) caused by reliance on this material as

presented. |

If any installation problems arise after thoroughly reviewing

the manual, please contact your Authorized Factory

Distributor, your Maintenance Contractor, or the Zetaco

Customer Support Hotline at 612-941-5825 or 1-800-537-5292.

Copyright 1988. All rights reserved.
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Technical Manual for the BMX=-2 Tape Coupler

PREFACE

This manual provides complete Instructions for Installing

ZETACO'S Model BMX-2 mag tape coupler with cabling and
tTalloring the Coupler to meet your specific requirements.

The technical contents of the manual have been written based
on the assumptions that the reader 1) has a working knowledge.

of Data General's (DG) Nova, Eclipse and MV class computer
hardware and their associated operating systems; 2) Is

familiar with the standard Installation, power, grounding,
and peripheral cabling procedures; and 3) has access to

Technical information describing the magnetic tape drive(s)
to be Installed with this coupler.

The information in this manual Is organized Into five major

sections:

SECTION 1 PRODUCT OVERVIEW - Briefly describes

the Coupler features, capabilities,

specifications, power and Interface

requirements.

SECTION 2 INSTALLATION - Describes and fllustrates the

procedures required to install the BMX-2.

SECTION 3 TEST PROGRAMS, TROUBLESHOOTING AND CUSTOMER
SERVICE = Contains Information useful in

analyzing subsystem faults and how to get

help.

SECTION 4 USAGE GUIDELINES = Describes performance

features Implemented by the BMX-2.

SECTION 5 PROGRAMMING NOTES = Contains detalled

Technical Information for those Involved in

fault analysis or programming.

APPENDICES
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The ZETACO BMX=-2 Mag Tape Coupler interfaces to

start/stop or streaming tape drives with the "Pertec"

Industry=-standard embedded formatters that employ PE,

NRZ!, GCR and other recording formats. The Coupler

Transfers up to 32K word blocks of data via the Data

Channel (OCH) or Burst Multiplexer Channel (BMC) and Is

totally transparent to Data General's (DG) operating

software. The BMX=-2 emulates DG 6300/4307 and 6026

1.0 PRODUCT OVERVIEW

1.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION

tape subsystems.

1.2 FEATURES

* Interfaces DG minicomputers to formatted magnetic

tape drives produced by popular tape drive

manufacturers,

* Microprocessor-based design provides flexibility and

performance enhancements.

* Software compatible with unmodifted DG operating

system software.

* Emulates DG's 6026 subsystem on the DCH, and

6300/4307 subsystem on the BMC.

* FIFO buffering for DCH latency.

* High speed buffer for BMC transfers.

* Automatic Self-test with error reporting by

visual LED.

* Separate LED [ndIicators for:

- error reporting

- coupler activity

- BMC/DCH activity

* Burst Rates user-selectable from 1 to 256 words,

* Interfaces up to 8 Industry=-standard half-inch tape

drives on 6026 and up to 4 drives on 6300/4307.

* Automatic high speed file search.

* On-board Automatic Reetry.

1-1)



Remote Density Select under AOS and AOS/VS.

The use of Electronically Erasable Programmable Read

Only Memory (EEPROM) eliminates switches and provides
total software configurability,

EEPROM Configurator Program provides complete

flexibility with a "user friendiy" format.

Fairchild "FAST" logic used to Increase performance
and reduce power consumption.



Drives/coupler: Up to 8 as 6026 and up to 4 as

6300/4307.

Emulations: 6026 and 6300/4307

Transfer rate: Up to 2.0 MB/second

Tape Format: specified by drive formatter; (PE, NRZI

and GCR).

The BMX=-2 uses standard Data Channel and BMC timing.

The coupler can be Installed in any 1/0 slot In the

chassis. The coupler will run in Nova, Eclipse or MY

serles computer using RDOS, AOS or AOS/YS operating

1.3 SPECIFICATIONS

1.3.1 FUNCTIONAL

Parity: Odd.

1.3.2 COMPUTER INTERFACE

systems respectively.

1.5.3 TAPE DRIVE INTERFACE

Electrical: Industry standard, embedded formatter,

open collector, low active, TTL

Driver: Logic Low = .4V Max.

Logic High = 2.4V Min.

Receiver: Schmidt Trigger

Cabling: Two 50-pin non=shielded ribbon cables

Installed on computer backplane, or

round shielded FCC cabling. Maximum

length 20 feet (6.1 meters)

Daisy Chaln: 8 drives, or 3 (slave) drives plus one

formatted (master) drive. Refer to

Figure 2.4 Diagrams A, B and C for 6026

Emulation and Figure 2.5 Diagrams A, B

and C for 4 drives on 6300/4307 Emulation.



1.3.4 MECHANICAL

Dimensions: 15" x 15" x 1/2"
(38.1 cm x 38.1 cm x 1.3 cm)

Shipping Weight: 10 Ibs.

(4.54 kg)

1.3.5 POWER REQUIREMENTS

Typically 6.04 Amps at 5 VDC +/-5%

(approx. 30.2 WATTS)

1.3.6 ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS

Operating Temperature: 0° to 55° C

Relative Humidity: 10% to 90%

(non-condensing)

1.3.7 MAGNETIC TAPE MEDIA CAPACITY

The following formula will aid in determining how
much data storage capacity In bytes (byte = 8 bits)

a length of tape will offer.

(TLEN = 25) (RLEN) (12)
Number of bytes/length of tape = -n-nnnnnnnnnenn-n------ “<<

(CRLEN + TFD)/BPI) + GAPL)

TLEN = Length of tape In feet

RLEN = Record length In bytes

TFD = Tape format data (PE = 82, NRZI = 8)
BP| = Recording density (PE = 1600, NRZI = 800,

GCR = 6250) |

GAPL = Gap length [In [Inches (NOMINAL = .6")



2. INSTALLATION

Please read this entire section carefully before

beginning installation. Run Diagnostics and Reliability

after the board has been configured for the correct

emulation and drive type(s). Refer to Section 3.2 for

Di agnostics and Reliability.

UNPACKING AND _ INSPECTION

Each BMX=-2 shipment consists of:

Non=FCC FCC

a) BMX-2 Mag Tape Coupler (500-387-00) x x

b) Protective Board Cover x x

c) "A" Paddleboard (500-411-00) x x

qd) "B" Paddleboard (500-412-00) x x

e) Diagnostic Software (400-387-00) x x

tf) BMC Bus Cabling (300-038-000) x x

Quantity=-2

g) Technical Manual (600-387-01) x x

h) Coupler-to-tape drive cabling (Non- x

FCC) (300-037-00) Quantity 2

i) Internal cabling (FCC) (300-108-00) x

Quantity 2

J) External cablng sets (FCC) Xx

(300-001-000) Quantity 2

It Is recommended that all packing material and cartons

be saved, in case re=shipping is necessary.

Upon receipt of the BMX=2 from the carrier, inspect

the shipping carton immediately for any evidence of

damage or mishandling [In transit.

If the shipping carton is water stained or damaged,

contact the carrier and shipper immediately,

specify the nature and extent of the damage and

request that the carrier's agent be present when

the carton is opened.

ZETACO'S warranty does not cover shipping damage.

For repalr or replacement of any ZETACO product

damaged [n shipment, call ZETACO or a ZETACO Authorized

Distributor to obtain Return Authorization

Instructions.



FIGURE 2.0 Board Layout and Device Switch
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2.2 OPTIONS NOT "CONFIGURATOR" SELECTABLE

Most of the features of the BMX=-2 are easily configured

through a program called Configurator suppiled on the

400-387-00 tape. The following describes features that

are not selectable via the Configurator and how to

modify them. All jumpers on the BMX=-2 are for Zetaco

malntenance only and do not enable or disable any

features,

BMC BUS TERMINATION

Devices that transfer data on the BMC are cabled

together in a "daisy chain" fashion. Because of this

specification, BMC termination should only exist on the

last BMC device in the chain. If the BMX-2 is to be

Installed as the last or only BMC device, then make sure

the 3 DIP terminators are Installed In thelr respective

sockets at locations Bll, H1I1, and Lil on the coupler.

lf It Isn't the last or only BMC device In the chain

then insure that the terminators are removed from the

sockets at the above locations. The last BMC device Is

defined as the BMC device furthest from the 1/0

Controller (10C). To determine If the terminators are

installed properly remove the board cover and Inspect

the chip locations described above and In Figure 2.0.

NOTE: The BMX=-2 is shipped from the factory

: with these terminators installed unless

otherwise specified.

DEVICE CODE SELECTION

Device code for a controller Is determined when a

compare Is achieved between the Device Select bits on

the DG Interface (DSO = DS5), and the comparator on the

coupler. The DIP switch on the handle edge of the Coupler is

used to select desired device code.

Its Individual switches are labeled 1 through 8.

Switches 3 through 8 are used for device select. DSO is

the most significant bit of the six=-bit device code

representation and corresponds to switch 3. The least

significant bit, DS5, corresponds to switch 8.



FIGURE 2.1 Backpanel] Priority Jumpers
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The BMX-2 can be configured for any device code

between 0 and 77 (octal); however, the primary Is

22 and the secondary Is 62. Primary device code 22

has been factory set and should be left accordingly

unless another tape subsystem exists with that

device code, To select device code 22 the switches

from 3 to 8 would be UP,DOWN,UP,UP,DOWN,UP respectively

and for device 62 would be DOWN,DOWN, UP, UP, DOWN, UP

respectively. For more Information refer to Figure 2.0.

Switch 1 is used [n the operation described In Section

With no power applied carefully guide the Coupler board

Into the desired slot, allowing the edges of the board

to follow the guides evenly. Use the lock tabs on the

two outside corners to provide leverage when the board

meets the connector. Use equal pressure on both lock

tabs until the board seats firmly Into the backplane

2.2.35 EEPROM REINITIALIZING

2.10.2.

2.3 BOARD INSERTION |

connectors,

2.4 CPU PRIORITY SELECTION

The Coupler must receive two priority signals from

the DG minicomputer backplane, (Data Channel|

Priority In) Pin A94 and (Interrupt Priority In)

Pin A96.,

lf there are vacant slots between the Coupler and

the processor, priority jumper wires must be

Installed to obtain priority continuity between

controllers. To jumper across unused slots, connect

(Data Channel Priority Out) Pin A93 of the top empty

slot to (Data Channel Priority In) Pin A94 of the

bottom empty slot and (Interrupt Priority Out) Pin A95

of the top empty siot to (Interrupt Priority In) Pln

A96 of the bottom empty slot. Reference Figure 2.1.



Install the BMC cables as shown In Figures 2.2 or 2.3,
observing the arrows on the connectors. If more than

one BMC controller Is belng Installed and the D.G. BMC

cables have only one set of connector plugs, then the

BMC cables provided by ZETACO must be used. These

cables have four sets of connector plugs, allowing

up to four BMC couplers. Reference Section 2.2.1 for

Two paddleboards with 50=-pin, 2-row cable headers

provide the Interface between the tape drive cabling

and the computer backplane. The "A" paddleboard [s P/N

500-411-00 and the "B" js P/N:'500-412-00. Block

connectors on each attach onto the row of backplane

pins that correspond to the slot containing the BMX=-2

board. The computer backplane, viewed from the rear,

contains the "A" side pins on the left and the "B" pins

on the right. Pins on both sides are numbered 1 to 100

Install the "A" paddleboard by placing It over pins

AZ9~A100 with the header on top. First make sure al/|

pins are straight, then carefully press the paddleboard

onto the pins, making sure all pins are Inserted and do

not bend, until the block is flush with the backplane.

lf necessary, gently rock the outer edge of the

paddileboard up and down slightly to help guide the pins

Install the "B" paddleboard onto pins B1-B72 by

2.95 BMC BUS CABLE INSTALLATION

BMC terminator Installation. :

2.6 DRIVE CABLE INSTALLATION

2.6.1 PADDLEBOARD INSTALLATION

from left to right. See Figure 2.1.

Into the contacts.

repeating the above procedure.

2.6.2

2-6

NON-FCC PADDLEBOARD TO DRIVE CABLING

Two ribbon cables (P/N 300-037-XX) attach the paddleboards

directly to the tape drive board-edge connectors. Connect

the 2-row receptacle end of the cables to the "A" and "pt

paddleboards, observing that the arrow on the cable connectc

aligns with the arrow on the top right side of the header.

To connect the cables to the tape drive formatter

board, refer to Figure 2.2. Reference the tape drive

manufacturers manual for proper connection to the tape

drive connectors,



FIGURE 2.2 Non=FCC Cabling and BMC Bus Cabling
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FIGURE 2.5 FCC Cabling and BMC Bus Cabling
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Two Internal ribbon cables (P/N 300=108=XX) connect the
paddleboard headers to the computer bulkhead panel. Attach
the 2=row receptacle end of the cables to the "A" and "gp"

paddleboards, observing that the arrows on the cable connector
align with the arrows on the top right side of the headers,
To mount the "D" connectors, remove the covers from the

necessary mounting holes on the panel. With the mounting

hardware removed from the connectors, Insert the connectors
Into the panel and [Insert the hex bolts from the outside.
secure each connector to the panel with the washers and nuts,

Connect the two 300-001-000 cables as shown In Figure
2.5. Ensure Pin 1 on each cable connector (marked with
small triangle or arrow) Is allgned with Pin 1 of the

drive formatter board. Mark each 300-001=00 cable "A"

or "B", depending on whether [t comes from the "A" or

"B" side of the backplane. Also connect the external
ground wire on both cables to the drive's chassis ground.

Example: Take either one of the 300-001=-00 cables and
connect it to the "A" side of the bulkhead and to the

appropriate tape formatter connector. Mark the white

Tab as cable "A", Connect the remaining cable and mark

2.6.35 FCC INTERNAL CABLING

2.6.4 FCC EXTERNAL CABLING

It as cable "B",

2.6.5 MULTIPLE DRIVES

Figure 2.4 shows 3 multiple=drive cabling schemes. The

Coupler may address up to 8 tape units as a 6026 subsystem.

These may be all drives with Individual formatters as shown

in Diagram A, drives that share a common formatter as [In

Dlagram B, or a combination of both as In Diagram C.

In Diagram A, the drives are set Unit 0=7. In Diagrams B

and C, each embedded formatter responds to 4 consecutive

units, O=5 or 4*7. Note that in Diagram C, the first streamer

drive Is set to Unit 4, although the Unit 0 formatter may only
be controlling a single drive.

To attach two formatters to the Coupler, use the optional

cables (P/N 300-012-00). Each cable has a connector spl iced-!

for attachment to the two board=-edge connectors of the first

formatter. The ends of each cable then attach to the second

formatter. Be sure terminators are removed from the first

formatter and are Installed on the second.

Figure 2.5 shows the multIipleedrive cabling scheme

for 6300/4307 emulation. The Coupler may address up to

4 tape drives. Z=9



FIGURE 2.4 Multiple Tape Drive Cabling (6026 Emulation)
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FIGURE 2.5 Multiple Tape Drive Cabling (

MPUTER I/O PANEL

A. STREAMER DRIVES ONLY

6300/4307 Emulation)
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C. EMBEDDED FORMATTER AND STREAMER DRIVES

L

COMPUTER [/0 PANEL

READ WRITE ,CONTROL |

EMBEDDED CC
FORMATTER

START/STOP START/STOP STREAMER
DRIVE DRIVE | ORIVE

UNIT 0 UNIT 1] UNIT 2

STREAMER

DRIVE

UNIT 3

(TERMINATORS ON LAST ORIVE)
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2./ TAPE DRIVE PREPARATION

2.7.1 DRIVE ADDRESS SELECTION

Most drives have Internal selector switches to address

decoding, one formatter address selection (IFAD) and two

for drive selection (ITADO, ITAD1).. Refer to your drive

documentation for specific switch setting Information,

Below lists the necessary drive address settings for the

corresponding unit number. |

UNIT # | FAD | TADO [TAD 1

0 0 0 Q

1 Q Q 1

2 ) 1 0

3 0 1 1

4 1 0 Q

5 1 0 1

6 1 1 0

7 1 1 1

Z2./].2 PARITY SELECTION

Most drives have an [Internal switch for parity options.

One position will cause the drive to generate Its own

parity according to the data It receives from the

coupler. The other position causes the drive to accept

parity from the coupler and record It exactly as IT was

received. It Is recommended that the drive be set for.

the later option (external parity) -- that generated by

the coupler.

2./.53 TAPE DENSITY = REMOTELY SELECTED

Many dual or ftri-density fape units incorporate some

type of remote density select. This feature is

generally enabled with a switch or jumper on the drive.

For your specific settings refer to the tape unit's

technical manual. This feature can be used with the

BMX-2 If "Remote" is shown under the Configurator

(refer to section 4.2.4).
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2.8 POWERING UP

Turn system power ON. The BMX=-2 wili perform an

[nitial Self-test, indicated by a red LED. A good

test is Indicated by the LED going OFF (walt 14

seconds). For more detalis refer to Section 3.1.

There are three more LEDs on the BMX=2. The green

LED Indicates "Coupler Busy" and will be tit

whenever a start pulse Is sent to the Coupler

(except for a rewind command). The left yellow

LED Is used to indicate DCH activity and right will

Indicate BMC activity. Refer to Figure 2.0.

2.9.1

LOADING THE BMX=2 SOFTWARE SUPPORT PACKAGE

The Software Support Package Is supplied on the

400-387=00 1/2" magnetic tape. Included on the tape are

the Configurator, Diagnostic and Reliability

programs for the BMX=-2 tape coupler. File 2 on

this tape must be used to configure the Coupler to

your requirements. You should use this tape for

Diagnostics and Reliability; O0G's Subsystem Diagnostics

and Reliability or system jevel diagnostics may not work.

on all subsystems because of the Imposition of certain

timing restrictions not applicable to the BMX=2

coupler,

USING THE 400-387=-00 TAPE

system Requirements:

DG Nova/Eclipse Family CPU/SPU

Minimum 32 K words memory (for Configurator)

Console device at 10/11

BMX-2 tape coupler with drive

Printer at device 17 for hard copy (optional)

lf your system has another 1/2" tape subsystem, we

recommend that [It be used to |oad ZETACO's programs

until the BMX=-2 interface is determined to be

working properly.

The 400-387-00 tape is structured so that the programs

on Files 2-4 can be loaded and executed directly from

the tape. Files Q and 1! contain the software that

enables you’ to boot from the tape and select the

particular program you want loaded Into fhe system,



2.9.2

Each of the programs on Files 2-4 Is a stand-alone

program. This means that they do not need, and

cannot have, an operating system running when they

are executed.

Programs cannot be loaded onto your disk directly

from Files 0-4. File 5 for RDOS and File 6 for AOS

or AOS/VS contain the programs In the standard

System dump format and you can load them from these

files onto your disk.

The following sequence of events Is recommended by

ZETACO. Each step Is described [In greater detalii In

the subsequent sections of this chapter.

1. Mount the 400-387-00 tape and boot It. (See

Section 2.9.2) :

2. Select #2 on the menu = configure the Coupler

(See Section 2.10)

3. Select #3 on the menu = tape Diagnostics.

(See Section 3.2.1)

4. Select #4 on the menu = tape Reliability.

(See Section 3.2.2)

NOTE: It Is not essential that you run Diagnostics

or’ Reliability. However, they can locate

Installation or subsystem problems. It Is better

That these be found at this time.

5. Load the programs from File 5 or File 6 onto a

system disk If one Is available. (see section 2.9.3)

BOOTSTRAP PROCEDURES

1. Mount the tape on the drive and put It on-

line. Be sure that the 8PIl setting matches

that specified on the tape Jabel (normally

1600 BPI). If your CPU has a tape drive other

than the one you are testing, you should use

the other tape drive for booting.

2. Program Load = The method of program load

varies for different processors. Some of the

possibilities are described here,



2.9.5

lf your system has front=-panel switches, set them

to 100022 when loading from the primary tape drive,

or to 100062 when lIoading from the secondary tape

drive, Then press reset and the program load

switch,

For the $140 virtual console, set 11A to 100022 (or

100062 for secondary tape drive). Then enter

100022L (or 100062L). :

For the $120 virtual console, enter 22H (or 62H for

The secondary tape drive).

For MV class CPU's you must enter the full virtual

console and respond to the prompt:

SCP=CL |>

with BOOT 22 (or 62 for secondary tape)

3. 400-387-00 menu will be displayed on console:

FILE # PROGRAM FILENAME

2 BMX=-2 CONFIGURATOR | CFBMX2.SV

3 DUAL DENSITY TAPE DIAG BMX2D. SV

4 ZETACO MAG: TAPE REL | ZMTRL. SV

5 "SV & WLS" Files and any Utilities In

RDOS dump format.

".SV & .LS" Files and any Utilities In

AOS dump format.

Ov

FILE NUMBER?

Enter the file number (2-4) you wish to execute

followed by CR. The tape should then space forward

and load the program Into memory. Refer to the

sections that follow for Information regarding the

Individual programs.

COPYING THE 400-387=-00 TAPE TO DISK

Files 5-6 are RDOS and AOS "dump" versions of the

programs on the previous files. This allows you to

load the programs onto your disk.'We encourage you

to transfer the programs to some media other than

1/2" tape to prevent having to load the programs

from a suspect drive or an Inaccurately configured

coupler. To load Files 5-6 onto disk, use the

standard CL! commands:



FOR RDOS: DIR ZMDIRZ
INIT MTO

LOAD/A/R/V MT0:5

RELEASE MTO

FOR AOS OR SUPERUSER ON

AQS/YS DIR : |

| LOAD/V/R @MTn:6 (Where n Is your tape unit)

REWIND @MTn

SUPERUSER OFF

The filles can now be booted from disk. For RDOS enter
the filename (see menu In Section 2.9.1) In response to
FILENAME? For AOS enter the full pathname (Including
~SV) In response to PATHNAME ?.

The purpose of the Configurator is to set up the

Controller with information unique to your particular
installation. The facts are then saved within the

Controller [in non-volatile memory. Configuration need

only be done at Installation time, or can be redone at

any time to adjust performance, attach new tape drives,

2.10 THE BMX=2 CONFIGURATOR

etc. |

2.10.1 RUNNING THE CONFIGURATOR

Unless otherwise specified, the BMX-2 Is factory

shipped for 6026 AOS emulation and all special features

are disabled.

NOTE: We strongly recommend that you save a hard

copy of the dialogue between operator and

Configurator for future reference. The

program has printer output control at device

code 17 (LPT). If aprinter is not avallable,

the operator can record on Table 2.1 all the

configuration facts displayed by using the "L"

command,

The program will display a heading and an

Introduction, Read the [Introduction carefully

before proceeding. Initially you must specify on

which device code the BMX=2 Is currently running,

so that the current facts can be read from the

EEPROM on the Coupler.



2.10.2

The BMX-2 Configurator includes two "HELP" commands, one

for OPERATIONAL questions and one that suggests WHAT you

might want to do. In addition, you can gef an

explanation for any Item by responding with an "H" to

the question. Please use these functions whenever you

are uncertain as to what to do.

- It Is recommended that the "E" command be

used for the [ni tial Installation to

allow setup of all parameters.

- When the Configuration Is complete,

enable logging to the printer and list

the Configuration. Use the "U" command

to update the Controller and the "Q"

command to end the session.

REINITIALIZING EEPROM

The BMX-2 has the capability to be configured in many

different ways. In the event that during the ©
Configuration process a mistake was made, for

example, by selecting the wrong data transfer method,

we provide a Reinit switch so that the user can get back

to the basic configuration (see section 2.10.1) and

reload the Configurator Program, The steps one must

take to reinitialize the EEPROM are as follows:

1) Remove power from the computer

2) Locate switch 1 on the handie edge of the

BMX=-2 and put It In the DOWN position

3) Reapply power to the computer

4) Wait for the Red Self-test LED Turn off

5) Put switch 1 of the BMX=2 back [In the UP

position.



TABLE 2.1 CONFIGURATOR FACT LIST

Current Configuration Facts:

Emulation. cccccccccceces

Auto ROTFY vec vceceecvens

Erase Before Retry......

Read Look=-Ahead Enabled.

Data Transfer Method....

BMC Priority.cscccccccee

Burst Rate... .c.cccvcccccevce

The drives on this controller are:

Unit Drive Var. Limits Select
Ty pe | Gap Method

Speed File

Search



2.11 SYSGEN CONSIDERATIONS

You must correctiy specify the tape coupler device

mnemonic at Sysgen time. The correct mnemonic depends
on the emulation for which the Coupler Is configured

(see Section 4.1.1). The situation Is as follows:

RDOS 6026 RDOS emulation Is MTX

(Rev. 7.0 or newer)

6300/4307 N/A

AOS 6026 AOS emulation Is MTB

6300/4307 N/A

AOS/ VS 6026 AOS emulation [s MTB

6300/4307 emulation Its MTD

2-20



3.0 TEST PROGRAMS, TROUBLESHOOTING, AND CUSTOMER SERVICE

ZETACO products are supported In many ways:

-Microprocessor based Sel f-test of over 75% of the

coupler each time it is powered up, with LED status

reporting.

-Diagnostic and Reliability programs on 9=-track tape

for use during installation and troubleshooting.

-48-hour turnaround on most factory repairs or

replacements.

-Customer Support Hotline, manned from 8:00 a.m. to

5:00 p.m. (Central Time) to answer questions. Call

612-941-9480.

-Factory-Ttrained personnel in our Authorized

Distributor and Authorized Service Organizations.

-Two year warranty on all couplers in the event of

hardware chip fallures or manufacturing defect.

SELF-TEST

self-test runs through the major internal functions

of the BMX=-2 coupler once every time power is

applied to the board. The test takes approximately

14 seconds to complete. The Coupler will appear not

ready to the system until Self-test successfully

completes.

lf Self-Test passed, the red LED will go off. lf a

failure was detected, the LED will blink a number of

times representing the failing test (see table 3.1).

The LED will then pause and then repeat the code. This

sequence will continue until either power is removed or

the 1/0 reset switch of the CPU is depressed.

Depressing the 1/0 reset switch causes the falling test

to be looped on and the red LED to be {illuminated

constantly. This looping feature is used only for fault

analysis by ZETACO's technicians.

When a fault code occurs indicate the failing code as

the symptom to be attached with the coupler board upon

return to your Authorized Distributor or to ZETACO for

repalr. :



TABLE 3.1

CODE

1

3.2.1

SELF=TEST=ERROR CODES

TEST

Microprocessor RAM

Test

Done/Busy Test

Word Count Overflow

Test

FIFO Buffer Test

Address Turnover

Test

lilegal Flag Test

Data Late Test

EEPROM Check Sum

BMX-2 DIAGNOSTIC

POSSIBLE PROBLEM

Read data did not compare with

what was written. (6810 RAM)

DONE did not set or BUSY/DONE

were not cleared on power up.

Word count overflow flip-flop

did not set when expected.

The READ data did not compare

with what was written.,(2114's)

Address turnover flip-flop did

not set when expected. (Should

set after 1024 references).

Illegal status bit did not set.
or It was not detected as being

set (ISTAT).

Data late flip-flop was set on

power on or IT did not set

after one more reference with

a full buffer.

Check sum calculation did not

agree with the data In EEPROM

(replace EEPROM).

BMX=2 MAINTENANCE SOFTWARE

The tape coupler Diagnostic program is provided to

find failures that are related to the basic

operations of tape control.

the magnetic tape media

The diagnostic assumes

is not The cause of errors,

You should use a good scratch tape for the testing.

In the Interest of saving time during the EOQT

portion of Diagnostics,

small tape reel.

it is a good idea to use a



Boot the Diagnostics program (File 3) from

tape 400-387-00 or disk. You should see the

following:

- BMX2D = Release N.NN

- Dual Mode Tape Coupler Diagnostics

- Product of ZETACO

- Please mount a write-enabled error free

scratch fape.

- Only the drive you are testing can be

on=-iine.

- Set switches to desired value, then press

RETURN to proceed,

lf you have a printer at device code 17, we

recommend that you type at your console "5" to set

a switch for logging to a character printer or "G"

for OMA printer hard copy. Other switches should

be set as they fit your needs. You can set/reset

any switch while the program Is running. Type "M"

to display current switch settings.

After you have set the switches you will be asked
if you want help:

- Do you want help (Y/[N]) ?

lf you respond Y, there Is a self-explanatory HELP

menu: |

- HELP TOPICS

- Switches

- DIA Status Bits

6300/4307 DIC Status bits

- 6026 DIC Status bits

- Tests

‘

-_f§ OOWWM
t

- Select HELP topic:

We recommend that you read HELP. In particular,

Switches, as you may want to set additional

switches while diagnostics I[s running.

After you are finished reading HELP, respond

RETURN to

- Select HELP topic:

3=3



Program will next display:

- Enter device code[22]:

Enter the device code of the BMX-2 Coupler

Then the program will display:

- Enter drive unit number:

You should enter the unit number of the drive

being tested,

After you have entered the unit number, the

program will read the coupler/drive parameters |

from the EEPROM and display them. AS an example:

- Reading parameters from coupler:

- Emulation = 6026 AOS

- Transfer = Data Channel

- Dual Mode drive

- Do you want to override the coupier

- values(Y/[N]) ?



You will almost always respond N. If any values

are incorrect the coupler should be reconfigured

correctiy. If the EEPROM cannot be read, you may

have entered an [Incorrect device code. At this

point you should return to Step E. (Results of

reading other couplers are unpredictabie.)

lf the drive you are testing Is not a Dual Mode

drive, program displays:

~ Tape drive will be tested as 1600 BPI.

lf the drive you are testing Is a Dual Mode drive,

program will ask you to select starting density:

- Start with 1600 BPI density ? (Y/N)

Respond with either Y or N and tests will begin.

On a Dual Mode drive, all tests will be performed

at the starting density and then all except some

Initial tests will be performed at the other

density. This cycle of both densities is

considered a PASS.

As each test is executed It Is proceeded by a

brief description. When a pass has completed, the

word END, proceeded by pass # will display. When

errors occur, a brief explanation will display and

the program will loop on the error. fTo proceed

beyond the error, set switch 1 on. CTRL R will

allow you to restart the program.



3.2
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02 TAPE COUPLER RELIABILITY

The tape Reliability program Is a maintenance

program designed to exercise and test the tape

subsystem. it will find Intermittent and pattern

sensitive problems. You can test up to 8 unlts at

one time. You should always let [Jt run for at

least 15 minutes. If you suspect a problem In the

tape subsystem, It should be run continuously

overnight. (at least 8 hrs.)

A. Load the program (File 4) from 400-387-00 Tape or disk,

Program displays:

ZMTRL - Release N.NN

Mag Tape Reliability

Product of ZETACO

Please mount a writew-enabled scratch tape on each drive to be

tested.

Set switches to desired value, then press return To proceed.

lf you have a printer at device code 1/7, we

recommend that you set switch 5 for character

printer or G for DMA printer hard copy. Other

switches should be set as they fit your needs.

You can set/reset any switch while the program Is

running. Pressing "M" while the program Is running

will cause the display of the current switch

settings.

After you have set the switches you will be asked

If you want help:

- Do you want help (YES/NO) ?

lf .you want HELP, respond with YES (CR), and then

select one of the 5 topics: :

- A) Starting Addresses

- B) Switch register/console control

- C) Data patterns

- D) Command String

- E) Miscellaneous



HELP will be avallable only at start up. After

you have finished with HELP, you must specify the

address at which you want to starf:

- Start address (octal) =

lf you do not want to read the HELP files, respond

with NO and the program will automatically start

running all tests. (starting address = 200)

Next you must specify the Coupler device code(s)

and for each device code which unit(s) you want

tested:

- Enter Device code(s) (up to 8. octal numbers) -

- Device select - nn

- Enter unit(s) to be tested (EX. 0,2,3):

Next you should specify the coupler type:

- Controller emulations:

- 1 = 6021 (N/A) Note: This program

- 2 = 6125 (N/A) contains emulation

- 3 = 6026 AQS support for all of

- 4 = 6026 RDOS ZETACO's tape couplers.

- 5 = 6300/4307 The valid choices for the

BMX-2 are 3, 4, and 5.

- Select emulation:

You will specify the emulation for which your BMX2

coupler [s set,

For each unit, you should then select the density:

- Which density to test: PE, NON=PE(NON), BOTH ?

- Unit: n

You can specify a maximum number of errors:

- Enter errors per unit to halt testing [65536.]:

For the test history report, you can enter the

starting time of the program:

- Start time ? (Mon,Day,Year Hr,Min)
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3.3

3.3.1

G. The last question allows for maps to be enabled,
if the system has maps.

- Are maps to be exercised (YES/NO) ?

lf you respond YES, the result will be displayed:

- MMPU1 Total of IK's = nnn

H. As the testing begins for each device code you

will see:

- Testing

- NOTE: For test statistics, press W at ANY time,
- Device select = nn Units: m

SYSTEM ERROR REPORTING

Below is a list of some common errors that could be

reported to the host computer by the coupler. Included

with a description of the error is a possible ‘cause!

of the error and ‘action! if any should be taken.

RUNAWAY TAPE

Meaning - The tape being read Is blank or Incorrectly
formatted.

Action = Check the density setting of the drive. Check

the tape. Make sure the Tape Coupler is

configured properly for your drive.



Meaning = The beginning of tape marker was encountered

on a space back operation.

Cause - The user issued a backspace command with the

tape positioned at the beginning of the tape

or the backspace reached the beginning of the

Tape before the space count reached zero.

Action = Try a new tape. Check that the correct type

of tape is Installed. Check the density

Switch (if any) on the drive.

Meaning - The end of tape marker was encountered on a

read, write, WEOF, or forward space command.

Action = Mount the next reel of tape.

Meaning - The tape drive Is off-line.

Cause - The user has not loaded a tape on the tape

drive or has falled to place It on=-|IIne. The

cables may be Incorrectly connected. The

unit Is dalsy-chained and the power Is not

applied to one of the chained units.

Action = Load a tape and place unit on-line, connect

cables correctly or apply power to all units.

3.3.2 BEGINNING OF TAPE

3.3.5 END OF TAPE

Cause - Same

3.3.4 OFFLINE

3.3.5 WRITE LOCK

Meaning - A write, WEOF, or erase type operation was

attempted when the tape reel's write ring was

missing.

Cause - Same

Action - Instali the reel's write ring.



Meaning - Without retry!ing on the coupler enabled, the

tape unit encountered a condition that

requires the system to retry the operation.

lf retrying Is enabled on the coupler and

this error Is recelved [t means that the

operation was retried elght times and the

coupler was unable to recover. This system

must then try to recover.

Cause - a) The tape Is bad or b) the tape requires

maintenance or cleaning. |

Action - Try a new tape or service the tape drive.

Meaning - If received without a Data Error in the DIA

register a data related error occured but the.

coupier recovered from It by doing a retry.

lf It received along with a Data Error jn the

DIA register an error was encountered and was

unrecoverable by the coupler.

Cause - a) The data on the [Interface cables has been

altered, b) the tape Is bad or c) the tape

unit requires service,

Action - Check that the cables are not too long and

are Intact, try a new tape or service the

tape unit by possibly cleaning the heads.

3.5.6 PARITY OR DATA ERROR

3.5./ CHECK ERROR

3.35.8 DATA _LATE

Meaning =~ Data was not transferred successfully because

Of high activity on the Data Channe! or BMC.

Cause - Too much tape, disk, and/or memory activity.

Action =- Retry the operation, reduce the amount of

activity on the Data Channel or BMC.



3.5.9 TAPE DENSITY MISMATCH

Meaning - 1) The format of the tape belng read does not

match the density specified In the CLI

command, 2) the tape unIlt does not have

remote density select enabled or 3) the

density specified In the CLI command [s not

allowed because the tape drive being used has

a density select method of "manual" or

"fixed",

Cause - Same

Action - 1) Specify another density in the CLI

command, 2) set the tape drive for remote

density select (refer to section 2.7.35) or 35)

the tape drive being used is of the "manual"

or "fixed" variety and in that case a density

switch of 1600 should always be used. For

more information refer to section 4.2.4.



3.4 CUSTOMER SUPPORT HOTLINE

ZETACO, Inc. provides a Customer Support Hotline

(612-941-9480) to answer technical questions and to

assist with installation and troubleshooting problems.

The Hotline is manned by a technical team from 8:00

a.m. To 5:00 p.m. (Central Time) Monday though Friday.

3.5 WARRANTY INFORMATION

All ZETACO controllers and couplers are warranted free

from manufacturing and material defects when used ina

normal and proper manner for a period of two years from

date of shipment. Except for the express warranties,

Stated above, ZETACO disclaims all warranties including

all implied warranties of merchantability and fitness.

The stated express warranties are In I|ieu of all

Obligations of Ilabillities on the part of ZETACO for
damages, including but not limited to, special,

indirect or consequential damages arising out of or in

connection with the use or performance of ZETACO's

products.

5.6 PRCDUCT RETURN AUTHORIZATION
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When coupler malfunction has been confirmed using

The tests outlined above the board can be returned to

ZETACO for warranty repair or for time-and-mater ial

repalr if the product has been damaged or is out of

warranty. A Returned Material Authorization (RMA)

number Is required before shipment and should be

referenced on all packaging and correspondence.

Each product to be returned requires a separate RMA

number. To insure fastest response, the information

Outi ined in the Material Return Information form on the

following page should be gathered before calling the

ZETACO Hotline or the ZETACO Distributor from whom you

bought the unit for the RMA number. Please include a

completed copy of the Material Return Information form

with the product.

To safeguard the coupler during shipment, please use

packaging that is adequate to protect it from damage.

Mark the box "Delicate Instrument" and Indicate the RMA

number(s) on the shipping label.



MATERIAL RETURN INFORMATION

All possible effort to test a suspected malfunctioning

coupler should be made before returning the coupler to ZETACO

for repair. This will: 11) Determine If In fact the board Is

defective. 2) Increase the speed and accuracy of a product's

repair which is often dependent upon a complete understanding

of the user checkout test results, problem characteristics,

and the user system configuration. Test results for the BMX-

2 should be obtained by performing the tests below. (Use back

of sheet if more space [s needed.)

TEST RESULTS

1. Power-up self-test

2. Dual Mode Tape Coupler Diagnostic

2. LZetaco Mag Tape Reliability

Other tests performed:

Please allow our service department to do the best job

possible by answering the following questions thoroughly

and returning this sheet with the malfunctioning board.

1. Does the problem appear to be Intermittent or heat

sensitive? (If yes, explain).

2. What operating system are you running under? (AOS,

AOS/VS, RDOS, DDOS, DTOS).

3. Describe the system configuration (i.e. peripherals,

|/0 controllers, model of computer, etc.).

4. Has the coupler been returned before?

Same problem? |

To be filled out by CUSTOMER:

Model #: _

Serlal #: __

RMA #: (Call ZETACO for RMA number)

Returned by:

Your name;

Firms

Address:

Phone:

-_—- ee or re ee





FEATURE USAGE GUIDELINES

This section provides Information to allow the user to
best utilize the advanced features offered by the BMX=-2
tape coupler. All of these features are selectable via
the Configurator, See section 2.10 for usage of the
Configurator Program.

COUPLER FEATURES

EMULATION

The BMX=-2 emulates the follow!ng:

EMULATION

OPERATING SYSTEM 6300/4307 6026/A0S 6026/RDOS

AOS/VS Yes (BMC) Yes (DCH) No
AOS No Yes (DCH) No

RDOS (rev. 7.0 +) No No . Yes

RDOS (below 7.0) No No No

DATA TRANSFER MODE

When running as a 6026 subsystem, only DCH Is

supported. As a 6300/4307 subsystem, the BMX=-2 is

configured for BMC.

BMC BUS PRIORITY

The BMX=-2 has the capability of co-existing with up

to seven other BMC controllers. However, some DG

computers, such as the MV/4000, only support up to

four BMC devices. In this case you must only ©

select Priority 0-3. The lower the priority number

the lower the priority level. If there Is more

than one BMC device, be sure you select a priority

level that is different than the other BMC

device/s.
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BURST RATE

Burst Rate is defined as the number of word

Transfers that take place on the BMC on a single

BMC request, Burst Rate does not apply on the DCH.

Burst Rate adjustment Is dependent on the type of

system configuration In which the controller Is

installed. Too low a Burst Rate could cause data lates

on the BMX-2, and too high a setting could cause data

lates on another BMC device. The BMX=-2 supports Burst

Rates from 1 to 256 words, selectable by the user.

lf running with a BMC disk controller it is

recommended that the choice of Burst Rate for the

BMX-2 be of some value less than the configured
Burst Rate on the disk controller,

AUTOMATIC RE-TRY

Upon encountering an error during a READ or WRITE .

command, the BMX=-2 will attempt to recover the

error by re-trying up to eight times on Its own and

then reporting the final status in the (DIA) and

the (DIC) status words. If the error was soft or

recoverable, an error bit will be seen in the DIC

word but not in the DIA. If It was unrecoverable,

an error status will be seen In both DIC and DIA.

ZETACO has added the automatic re-try feature to the

BMX=2 In the 6300/4307 and 6026 RDOS configuration.

This feature can be enabled or disabled via the

Configurator.

The 6026 AOS mode Implements automatic re-tries via

the SET CONTROL MODE. Refer to Section 5.2.8 for

additional comments.
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READ/LOOK=AHEAD

Read/Look-Ahead Is a feature that helps avoid drive re-

positioning during multiple record reads on basic

streamer type drives. When running basic streamer

drives such as Cipher F880 and CDC 92185 (Read/Look-

Ahead enabled) and your re-instruct times are not met,

the system will run inefficientiy. When re-instruct

times are not met disable Read/Look-Ahead. It Is

recommended that Read/Look=-Ahead be disabled when

running less efficient utilities such as Load/Dump with

the coupler configured for 6026 AOS (MTB) driver.

Insure Read/Look-Ahead Is disabied on any tension arm

or vacuum column drive.

DRIVE TYPES

4.2.1

4.2 2

4.2.35

The BMX-2 Is capable of running with virtually any

tape drive that meets the (Pertec) industry-standard

specifications, However, it should be noted that

lf a single density drive Is used and the user

selects a density other than what the drive

actually is, an error message will result.

Drive dependent features:

VARIABLE GAP

During a WRITE, reinstruct times can be extended by

using a variable erase command that extends

Interrecord gaps. This Increases maximum times needed

for command reinstruct, thereby decreasing the number

of repositions that the streaming tape unit has to

make. This IS a user=selectable time limit set in the

Configurator. |

HIGH SPEED SELECT

The BMX=-2 can select the high an low speed of a dual

speed drive. This feature Is user-selectable aft

configuration time,

AUTOMATIC HIGH SPEED FILE SEARCH

This feature enables the coupler, after spacing forward

or reverse 15 records, to automatically switch the

selected unit Into high speed and finish the spacing

Operation, This significantly shortens fille search

time that requires the movement of large amounts of

tape. The use of this feature is limited to dual speed

drives only. .
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REMOTE DENSITY SELECT

Remote density select Is a feature utilized by both

6026 AOS and 6300/4307 emulations. This feature

enables the user to select tape density from the users

console with operating system commands (CLI commands).

lf your drive (chosen through the Configurator)

Incorporates a "Remote" density select method, then Its

available density choices can be selected via CLI

commands. Make sure the switches are set correctly on

the tape drive (refer to Section 2.7.3).

Each emulation allows a cholce between two specific

densities. In 4507, they are PE and GOR; [n 6026, PE

and NRZ. However, since we allow drives with different

density combinations to run under both emulations, a

density specified In the CLI commands may actually

select a different density at the drive. Consider the

following example:

Chosen drive type = Ci = COC 92185 "Remote"
Avallable densities = 1600 and 6250

¥* As a 6026 subsystem:

DUMP/V/DEN=800 @MTBO:0 >>> selects 6250

DUMP/V/DEN=1600 @MTB0:0 >>> selects 1600

** As a 6300/4307 subsystem:

DUMP/V/DEN=1600 @MTDO:0 >>> selects 1600

DUMP/ V/DEN=6250 @MTDO:0 >>> selects 6250

In general, specifying "1600" In the command selects

1600 at the drive, while specifying the other density

In the emulation selects the other density avallable at

the drive.

Note that the Kennedy 9400 has three avaliable

densities, presented In the Configurator paired In

three different ways. These pairings are determined at

the drive by DIP switch settings. Cholces K3 and K4

follow the above guideline, but K5 is different, as

shown below:



NOTE:

HR*

%%%

Drive type = K5 = Kennedy 9400

Avallable densities = 800 and 6250

As a 6026 subsystem:

DUMP/V/DEN=800 @MTB0O:0 >>> selects 800

DUMP/V/DEN=1600 @MTBO:0 >>> selects 6250

As a 6300/4307 subsystem:

DUMP/V/DEN=1600 @MTDO0O:0 >>> selects 6250

DUMP/V/DEN=6250 @MTDO:0 >>> selects 800

lf a "manual" or "Fixed" select type drive Is

chosen from the Configurator, the densify

Switch used In the CLI Command should always

be "DEN=1600" regardiess of the manually

selected or flxed density of the drive. This

also applies for 6300/4307 emulation.





The section describes protocoi needed to communicate

with the BMX-2. Unless the user desires to write

his/her own controlling driver, this section Is

provided for reference only, as the controlling driver

is already provided through the choice of "MTB", "MTD"

or "MTX",

NOTE: For the choice of driver type refer to Sysgen

: Considerations In Section 2.11.

5.0 PROGRAMMING NOTES

>. 1 6026 PROGRAM CONTROL

5.1 INSTRUCTION FORMAT

Symbol Ic Form for 1/0 Instructions

DXXF AC,MTA

DXX = DOA, DOB, DOC, DIA, DIB, DIC

F = FUNCTION:

C (CLEAR) - Clear all error flags (except

EOT/BOT) and DONE and BUSY

flip-flops. If by some chance

the system issues a clear pulse

during the command operation,

the Coupler will abort the

command and DONE will not set.

S (START) = Clears all errors except

an illegal, set BUSY and clear

DONE. Command that was Issued

Dy a DOA will be executed.

P (PULSE) - Reserved

AC = ACCUMULATOR: 0, 1, 2 OR 3

MTA = DEVICE CODE: PRIMARY - 22 OCTAL

: | SECONDARY = 62 OCTAL

BINARY REPRESENTATION

O01 2 3 46 5 6 7 8 910 41 #12 13 #14 «15

O;1 1 AC OP CODE | FUNC DEVICE CODE (MTA)

10INTERRUPT MASK BIT



Used to poll the state of the Coupler (command Is

DONE or BUSY). If the skip condition Is met the

next instruction Is skipped, or else the next

SKIP IF BUSY FLIP-FLOP |S CLEAR.

SKPBN MTA - SKIP IF BUSY FLIP=FLOP iS SET.

SKPDZ MTA - SKIP IF DONE FLIP-FLOP |S CLEAR.

SKIP IF DONE FLIP=FLOP IS SET.

5.1.2 SKIP INSTRUCTIONS

Instruction Is executed.

SKPBZ MTA -

SKPDN MTA =

5.1.3

J=-2

DOA = SEND COMMAND

DOAF AC,MTA

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910 11 12 13 14 15

QO 1 1 AC QO 1 O F DEVICE CODE

AC -

0 123 4 3 6 7 8 9

CLEAR NOT ENABLE DISABLE DENSITY EXT IGNORED

STATUS USED POLLING ERASE SELECT COMMAND

INT: :

10 11 12 13 14 15

COMMAND (0-10) UNIT SELECT (0-7)

O - READ UNIT SELECT: USED TO

1 = REWIND SELECT ONE OF A POSSIBLE

2 - SET CONTROL MODE EIGHT TAPE DRIVES

5 = SPACE FORWARD —

4 - SPACE REVERSE

5 - WRITE

6 - WRITE END OF FILE

7 = ERASE = |

8 = READ NON-STOP

9 - NOT USED

10 - SET DRIVE MODE (ENCODING)

The command and unit select will default to READ

and Unit zero after a clear pulse or IORESET.

The Coupler addresses up to 8 tape drives but only

one command can be done at a time with the

exception of rewind.



CLEAR STATUS (BIT 0)

INTERRUPT: | :

RESERVED (BIT 1-4)

(BIT 5)

1) ENABLE POLLING

2) NOT USED

COMMAND DEPENDENT

(BIT 6)

1) ERASE ON RETRY

2) NOT USED

COMMAND DEPENDENT

(BIT 7)

1) DISABLE AUTO RETRY

2) DRIVE MODE TM

3) NOT USED.

COMMAND DEPENDENT

EXT COMMAND BIT (BIT 8)

NOT USED (BIT 9)

Used to clear a status check

Interrupt flag. (Condition

described In BIT 5 description)

Must be all zeros.

When 1, enables the Coupler to

request a program Interrupt if

any of the drive's statuses

Change. When this Interrupt

occurs, BIT 12 In the DIA

Status word will be set and

BITS 5-7 In the DIC status word

wlll reflect the unit number of

the drive In which the status

has changed. To clear this

condition [ssue a DOA with BIT

O as a "0", This bIt Is only:

used In the SET CONTROL MODE

command. Must'be O'lIn all

Other commands.

When 0, the Coupler Issues an

erase before It automatically

retries a WRITE failure. This

bit ts effective only when:

issuing the SET CONTROL MODE

command. Must:'be 0O'JIn all

other commands.

When using the SET CONTROL MODE

command a OQ enables automatic

retries (up to seven times) of

any read or WRITE operation

That fails.

When using the SET DRIVE MODE

command, a1 sets’ the currently

selected drive to the PE

encoding format. OQ selects

NRZI or GCR, depending on the

type of drive you are using.

In all other commands this bit

must be OQ.

Most significant bit of the

command code,

IGNORED
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5.1.4 DOB = LOAD STARTING MEMORY ADDRESS

DOBF AC, MTA

012 3 4 5 67 8 910 11 12 13 14 15

Q11 1 AC 1 O Q F DEVICE CODE

AC

Oo 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910 41 12 13 #14 «15

CONTENTS OF SELECTED ACCUMULATOR

The contents of Selected Accumulator will be loaded.
Into the Coupler's address counter and becomes the

Starting address for the next command that requires

The DCH (READ or WRITE).

5.1.5 DOC = LOAD WORD COUNT

DOCF AC,MTA

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910 11 #12 13 #14 «15

O;1 1] AC 1 1 0 F DEVICE CODE

AC

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910 1 #142 #13 #14 «15

ON CONTENTS OF SELECTED ACCUMULATOR

Program must place two's complement of desired word

count into Selected Accumulator before this

Instruction Is executed.

NOTE: Because logical address space is 32,768

: words, only 15 bits of word count are

needed. However, it Is quite possible

for a large tape to contain more than

52,768 records. This bit can then be

written to a 0 to: extend the number of

records spaced forward or backward.

Otherwise this bit should be written to

al.

Spacing Forward/Reverse - Place two's complement of

the maximum number of

records to be spaced.



DIA = READ STATUS WORD ONE

DIAF AC,MTA

0123 45 7 8 910 11 12 13 14 «15

O11 1] ac fo F DEVICE CODE

AC

0 2 3 4 5 6 7

ERROR |DATA| RE- IL- | HIGH |DATA J|END OF | FILE

FLAG |LATE|WINDING |LEGAL {DENSITY| ERROR |TAPE ° | MARK

8 g 10 14 1243 14 15

LOAD 19 TRK | BAD | RES {STATUS |WRITE| ODD UNIT

POINT] - | TAPE CHANGE | LOCK|REC READ |READY

STATUS BITS:

0 ERROR FLAG

1 DATA LATE

2 REWINDING

3 ILLEGAL

A condition was detected by the

Coupler that may require

attention. lf BIT 1, 3, 5, 6, 7,

8, 10 or 14 are a'one, the error

flag will be set to a one,

were not honored In

up with device,

one or more lost data

condition wlll not

the FIFO buffer

DCH requests

time to keep

resulting In

words. This

occur until

Overflows.

selected unit is rewinding.

A start function Is asserted under
one of the following cases:

WRITE protect Is on (no write

ring Installed and the command

that was {ssued prior to the

start was a WRITE, ERASE, or

WRITE FILE MARK.

2) SPACE REVERSE command was

[Issued and unit Is at load

point.

3) Unit Is not ready.
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NOTE:

DENSITY

DATA ERROR

END OF

FILE MARK

LOAD POINT

9 TRACK

BAD TAPE

No tape motion wiil take place and

DONE will set. Only clear function

or IORESET will clear [llegal.

- Always a one for 6026 or

6300/4307 emulations.

- Qne of two conditions possibly

occurred: even vertical parity

was detected by the Coupler or a

corrected error occurred during a

WRITE command. This status bit

will be set only If the condition

was uncorrectable by the Coupler.

- The selected unit Is at or beyond

the EQT mark. A SPACE REVERSE or

REWIND: command wlil clear this

DIT. |

- Will be set to a one when the unlit

detects the presence of a file

mark during a WRITE FILE MARK

command (READ AFTER WRITE) or when

a READ or SPACING command passes

over a previously written file

mark.

- Selected unit senses a load point

marker (BOT).

- Always a one,

- Set to a one bit by the occurrence

of any of the following

conditions:

1) PE only, did not detect an ID

Durst when reading from load

point.

2) PE only, tape was In a runaway

condition (reading an erased

Tape).

3) PE only, multl-track dropout.

4) PE only, uncorrectable parity

error.

5) PE only, non-zero character in

postamble.

6) Excessive skew.

7) PE only, loss of data envelope.

prior to postamble detection.



8 )

9)

Vertical parity on cable In
error.

NRZ only, vertical parity error

on data character.

10) NRZ only, longitudinal parity

error,

NRZ only, CRCC parity error.

NRZ only, Improper record

format.

13) NRZ only, CRC error.

PEPE SESS ESSEC SSS SSeS Se CCST CCT CCC CEC ESC STS SSeS

* SYSTEM RE~TRIES MAY CORRECT THE ABOVE PROBLEMS *
% 1F AUTO RE=TRY |S NOT ENABLED ON THE CONTROLLER *
KEKE KHEKEKEKKKEKEHEEKREKRREKHKKRKEHRKEKKRRKEK HEHEHE KRKKRHREKKRHEKEEE

11

12

13

14

15

RESERVED

STATUS CHANGE

WRITE

ODD RECORD

READY

Always Q.

This condition will only occur If

POLLING has been enabled and a

drive's status has changed to

something other than what It was

when polling was enabled. A

system Interrupt would have also

Deen requested by the Coupler.

A write ring was not Installed on

the PROTECT tape reel.

An odd number of characters were

read READ within the record.

The selected tape unit Is ready.

All of these conditions must be

satisfied before this bit Is a

one:

1) Unit fs online.

2) Not rewinding.

3) Coupler [Is not busy.

4) Ready line from unit must be

received.

5) Self-test Is done.



DIB = READ CURRENT ADDRESS

DIBF AC, MTA

0123 45 67 8 910 11 12 13 14 15

Ol1 1] ac fo 1 4] F DEVICE CODE

AC

Oo 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910 41 #12 #13 #14 «15

CURRENT CONTENTS OF THE ADDRESS COUNTER

The Selected Accumulator wil i contain the current
contents of the address counter after the execution

Of this Instruction,

READ WRITE RECORD - Contains the memory

: address to where the

next data word transfer

willl take place. The

memory address counter

is Incremented by one

after each DCH transfer.

SPACING FORWARD/REVERSE - The address counter

: becomes a record counter

On a SPACE FORWARD or

REVERSE command. The

difference between the

contents of the counter

before and after the

SPACE command will

Indicate the number of

records spaced over.



DIC = READ STATUS WORD TwO

RUNAWAY TAPE

(BIT 2 & 3)

CORRECTED DATA LATE

(BIT 4)

(BIT 1) =

NOTE: DIC Status word is Ignored In 6026 RDOS mode.

DICF AC,MTA

0 1 23 4 5 6 7 8 910 11 #1412 13 #14 «15

O ft 1 AC 1 oO 1 F DEVICE CODE

AC

Q 1 4 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

ERROR |RUNAWAY | NU NU ICORR|JRETRY COUNT |WCNT{BAD-> | NU

TAPE DATA!DRY CHANGED |OVFL] SIG

: LATE]. | :

11 12 13 14 15

| CHECK SINGLE NU NU PE
ERROR | TRACK MODE

ERROR

ERROR (BIT Q) - Set If any of the

: following status bits are

also set:

RUNAWAY TAPE

CORRECTED DATA LATE

BAD SIGNAL |

CHECK ERROR

SINGLE. TRACK FAIL

When spacing, reading or

writing and no Interrecord

gap has been detected in 4

seconds from the time data

busy was detected.

Always Q.

A data late has occurred

and was corrected by the

Coupler during an

automatic re-try.



RETRY COUNT OR DRIVE

CHANGED

(BITS 5-7)

WORD COUNT OVERFLOW

(BIT 8) :

BAD SIGNAL (BIT 9)

(BIT 10)

CHECK ERROR (BIT 11)

SINGLE TRACK ERROR

(BIT 12)

FORMAT ERROR

) (BIT 14)

PE MODE (BIT 15)

NOTE:

: mode,

Invalid,

When the drive

The status read

except after a status

lf, in the status check,

mode reflects the drive

number whose status has

Changed. If not in this

mode, it reflects the

number of re-tries the

coupler took to recover on

a READ or WRITE fallure. .

(lf automatic‘re-try Is

enabled).

Record length has exceeded

the word count.

lf In PE mode, It

indicates a multiple track

failure. lf in NRZI or

GCR mode, it Indicates

signal written below

Threshold level.

Always 0.

Indicates that the Coupler

detected either a vertical

parity, LRC or a CRC

error.

Correctable single track

failure was detected and

correction was attempted.

(PE only)

selected tape density Is

different than that of the

mounted tape.

Selected drive is In the

PE mode.

[Is In the status check

In this word Is

Interrupt

has been requested by the Coupler.
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5.2.1

3.2.2

6026 COMMAND DESCRIPTIONS

READ

DOA Command Is read and a start pulse was Issued.

Start sets BUSY, Coupler then sends a READ FORWARD
command to the tape unit. Tape unit will ramp up

to speed and transfer data to the Coupler when It

reaches the data field. Every two bytes sent by

_ the unit will be transferred to the host's memory

as one compiete word. After the transfer, the

address and word counter will increase by one.

Tape motion will continue until a record GAP is
reached (unless on the fly Is achieved). Word

transfer to the CPU continues until the word count

limit is met or the last word of the record [fs
sent via the DCH or the BMC.

If the record [s a file mark, tape motion wil

cease and no data transfers on the DCH will take

place.

DONE will set when the command Is finIshed or an

error has occurred,

Possible Errors:

1) selected unit Is not ready (rewinding,

off line coupler busy or drive not In

System).

2) Hard or corrected error.

3) Data Late.

WRITE

A WRITE Command [s [Issued by doing a DOA with a

Start Pulse.

Busy sets and the Coupler asserts a WRITE FORWARD

command to the tape unit. Tape unit ramps’ up to

speed and continues to write bytes of data until

the word count I|imit Is reached and the FIFO Is

empty. DCH or BMC operations are the same as a

READ, except their words are read from the CPU's

memory Instead of written to it. The tape unit

will write Its format data and Inter-record gap and
lf on the fly Is not achieved, tape motion will cease.
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DONE wlll set when the command {fs finished or an
error has occurred.

Possible Errors:

1) Same as READ Command,

NOTE: Since a READ or WRITE Command wii
: normally result in BMC or DCH activity,

It Is Imperative that the word counter

(DOC) and address counter (DOB) are
[Initiallzed prior to the start pulse.

5.2.3 WRITE END OF FILE

Start will set busy (Iilegal and done sets if no

write ring) and the tape unit will move forward and

write one file mark. DONE sets when the command Is

completed. |

5.2.4 REWIND

Start does not set BUSY, selected tape unit will

rewind at high speed. The unit will not be ready

until the tape Is stopped at the BOT marker. Other

units are available for commands while this unit is

rewinding. DONE does not set when command Is

completed.

a22.9 SPACE FORWARD

When start sets BUSY, forward tape motion starts.

When unit reaches a record gap the Coupler then

makes the decision whether to continue onto the

next record gap or to stop tape motion. It will

stop under any of the following conditions: word

count overflowed, file mark was detected, or last

record spaced contains EOT marker.

The word counter should be loaded with two's
complement of the desired number of records to be

spaced prior to start pulse. The maximum number of

records to be spaced Is 64K. DONE will set after

command completion and the file mark status bit

will be set If a fille mark was encountered.

lf the drive Is a streamer, high speed will be

selected automatically after four records, to

greatly Increase file access time.



5.2.6 SPACE REVERSE

Start sets BUSY. If the selected tape unit Is at
load point, no tape motion will take place. DONE
and illegal will set. If the tape unit Is not at a

load point, tape motion will continue until the

word count overflows, a fille mark is encountered,

or load point Is reached.

The word counter Is handled the same way as the

SPACE FORWARD command: When the command Is

compieted, DONE will set. If the Coupler Is

connected to a streaming drive, high speed will be

selected automatically after ten records.

5.2./ ERASE

When start sets BUSY and a write ring Is on the

reel, the tape unit will erase approximately 3.5

inches of tape. The amount of tape erased varies

somewhat with different drive manufacturers.

(Refer to the drive manual for the actual amount).
DONE sets when the command Is completed.

5.2.8 SET CONTROL MODE

A SET CONTROL MODE command Is Issued by doling a DOA
with a start pulse. BUSY sets and stays set while
The Coupler Is setting Internal parameters

according to the data received from the DOA

command. The selections available to the user are

as follows:

1) enable or disable automatic re-try

enable or disable erase before write

re-try when re-trying Is enabled

3) enable or disable status polling

When the command [s complete, DONE will set.

5.2.9 SET DRIVE MODE (ENCODING)

This command Is Issued by sending a DOA command

with a start pulse. The BMX=-2 will then select the
density of the selected tape drive If the mounted

tape is at BOT and the unit Is ready and on-line.

lf these conditions are not met, DONE will set,

along with the ILLEGAL bit In the DIA status word.
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3.2.10

5-14

The density cholces are PE, (bit 7 of DOA = 1), and
NRZ!| If your drive IS a PE, NRZI type, or GCR If
drive is PE, GCR. Upon command completion, DONE
will set.

READ NON=STOP

This command is Identical to the READ command

except that when this command Is recelved by the

Coupler it Is understood that another READ Is going
To follow within 1MS from the time DONE was set

from the previous read. The advantage to this Is
That the Coupler will know that It can switch to

high speed and wlll be reinstructed fast enough so

That It will not have to reposition before starting

The next READ and run on the fiy at high speed.

(Dual speed [s specified In the Configurator

Program. Refer to Section 2.10).

NOTE: lf the 1MS time [s not met the drive may

have to stop and reposition, consequently

running less efficiently than If you were

To use the normal READ command.



Although the Individual bit definitions may vary from

6026 to 6300/4307., Instruction format Is identical.

For Instruction format of 6300/4307 refer to Section

2.3 6300/4307 PROGRAM CONTRO

5.5.1 INSTRUCTION FORMAT

D.1,

J.5.2 DOA = SEND COMMAND

DOAF AC,MTA

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910 141 #12 13 14 «15

O;1 1 AC 0 1 QO F DEVICE CODE

AC

0 123 4 5 6 ae 8 9

NOT EXTENDED MAP PE/GCR ALT NOT

USED |} MEM BITS ENABLE COMMAND ; USED

BMC ONLY / BIT a

10 11 12 13 14 15

LSB COMMAND (0-7) UNIT SELECT (0-7) J

Q - READ UNIT SELECT: USED TO

1 - REWIND SELECT ONE OF A POSSIBLE
2 - RESERVED EIGHT TAPE DRIVES

53 = SPACE FORWARD | |

4 - SPACE REVERSE

> - WRITE

6 - WRITE END OF FILE

7 = ERASE a

8 - READ NON-STOP

The command and unit select willl default to READ

and Unit zero after a ciear pulse or IORESET.

The Coupler addresses up to 8 tape drives but only

one command can be done at a time with the

exception of rewind.
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(BIT 0)

EXTENDED MEMORY BITS

© (BITS 1-5) :

MAP ENABLE (BIT 6)

PE SELECT (BIT 7)

ALT COMMAND BIT (BIT 8)

NOT USED (BIT 9)

Reserved, must be zero,

Extended memory address used

Only when the data transfer

method selected Is BMC. When

BIT 6, MAP ENABLE, IS a one

these bits are translated

from 5 address bits to 9.

Which 9 bits they select

depends upon the value with

which one selected map slot

has been loaded. When BIT 6

ls a zero, there Is no map

Translation. In this case,

The 5 « ~-ended bits represent

The upper 5 bDIts of a 21 Dit

memory address.

When 1, enables mapped memory

address translations. Can be

used only when running on the

BMC and system 1/0 Is mapped.

When 1, selects the PE

recording format on remotely

selected tape drives,

Effective use of this bIt can

be achieved after first

running the Configurator.

Refer to Section 2.10 of this

manual.

Most significant bit of the

command code.

IGNORED



5.3.5 DOB = LOAD STARTING MEMORY ADDRESS

DOBF AC,MTA

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910 44 12 13 #14 «15

CO ae AC 1 Q 0 F DEVICE CODE

AC /

0 tf 23 4 5 6 7 8 910 11 #12 #13 #14 «15

DCH MAP CONTENTS OF SELECTED ACCUMLATOR

SELECT Co : a :

The contents of Selected Accumulator will be loaded
Into the address counter of the Coupler. This will

become the starting address for the next command

That requires the DCH or BMC (READ or WRITE).

When running on the DCH BIT 0 Is the map A or B

select. : |

BIT 0 = 0 >>>> Select DCH MAP A

= 1 >>>> Select DCH MAP B

When running on the BMC, BIT 0 should be used

Simply as the next higher address bit from BIT 1.



5.3.4 DOC = LOAD WORD COUNT

DOCF AC,MTA

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910 11 12 #13 #14 «415

O11 1 AC 1 1 QO F DEVICE CODE

AC -

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910 41 #12 13 #14 «415

NOT CONTENTS OF SELECTED ACCUMULATOR
USED - | | :

Program must place two's complement of desired word

count into Selected Accumulator before this

Instruction Is executed.

Spacing Forward/Reverse - Place two's complement
: Of the maximum number of

records to be spaced.

5.3.9
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DIA _= READ STATUS WORD ONE

Refer to Section 5.2.4 of this manual for

individual bit representations and Instruction

format, with the exception of BIT 12. BIT 12, In

The 6300/4307 DIA status word, Is not used and wil!
always be zero,



5.3.6 DIB = READ CURRENT ADORESS

DIBF AC, MTA

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910 314 #1412 13 #14 «15

QO; 1 1 AC QO { 1 F . DEVICE CODE

AC

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910 141 #12 13 #14 «15

SELECTED CURRENT CONTENTS OF THE ADDRESS COUNTER
MAP eee ene nen
The Selected Accumulator will contain the current
contents of the address counter after the execution

of this Instruction.

In the DCH mode:

Q >>>>> DCH MAP A selectedBIT O

: 1 >>>>> DCH MAP 8 selected

ln the BMC mode:

given significance of that bit In theBIT Q =

: memory address

READ WRITE RECORD - Contains the memory address
: To where the next data word

transfer will take place.

The memory address counter Is

Incremented by one after each

DCH BMC transfer. |

SPACING FORWARD/REVERSE - The address counter becomes a-
| Fecord counter on a SPACE

FORWARD or REVERSE command.

The difference between the

contents of the counter

before and after the space

command will Indicate the

number of records spaced

Over.
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5.3.7 DiC = READ STATUS WORD Two

DICF AC,MTA

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910 11 712 #13 14 «+15

OW 1 AC 1 oO 1 F DEVICE CODE

AC

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
nn en pe eee ee pe ne te ee cee pe ce ee mene ee cep

ERROR | RUNAWAY{NU |GCR | BMC | FCU INOT |WCNT | BADI NU

| TAPE DATA JUSEDIOVFL | SIG

L _. . a. CHEC | 4

11 12 13 14 15

CHECK | SINGLE NU NU PE

ERROR | TRACK MODE

ERROR

ERROR (BIT 0)

RUNAWAY TAPE (BIT 1)

GCR (BIT 3)

BMC (BIT 4)

3-20

detected

Set If any of the

following status bits are

also set:

1) RUNAWAY TAPE

FCU DATA: CHECK

BAD SIGNAL

CHECK ERROR

SINGLE TRACK FAIL

When spacing, reading or

writing, and no Inter-

record gap has been

In 4 seconds.

Always a1 for a

6300/4307 subsystem

controller.

When this bit Is a1 the

controller Is running on

the BMC; If 0, then DCH.



FCU (BIT 5)

(BIT 6 & 7)

WORD COUNT OVERFLOW

(BIT 8) :

BAD SIGNAL (BIT 9)

(BIT 10)

CHECK ERROR (BIT 11)

SINGLE TRACK ERROR

(BIT 12)

BIT 13

FORMAT ERROR

: (BIT 14)

PE MODE (BIT 15)

The formatter has detected
one or more of the

following errors Ilsted

below:

1) CRC

2) Write tape mark check

3) Uncorrectable error

4) Partial record

5) Multietrack error

6) BOT reached on reverse

command

7) No data detected

8) Write overrun

Reserved, always Q.

Record length has exceeded

the word count.

lf In PE mode, this

Indicates a multiple track

fafilure. If in NRZI or

GCR mode, [It Indicates

signal written below

threshold level.

Always Q.

Indicates that the Coupler

detected elther a vertical

parity, LRC, or a CRC

error.

Correctable single track

failure was detected and

correction was attempted.

(PE only) |

Always 0.

selected tape density Is

different from that of the

mounted tape.

Selected drive Is In the

PE mode,
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5.4 6300/4307 COMMAND DESCRIPTIONS

Refer to Section 5.2 of this manual for command

descriptions with these exceptions:

1) SET CONTROL MODE Is not supported In

6300/4307.

2) The drive mode (density) Is selected by

including the density select bit (BIT 7 of DOA)

along with the WRITE command you are trylng to

execute. (Thus, there Is not a SET DRIVE MODE

command supported In 6300/4307.) = |
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APPENDIX A

A.0 INSTALLING BMX-2 UNDER DG/UX

A.1 NOTES

The BMX-2 Tape Coupler provides full emulétion intecration

of start/stop or streaming tape drives with industry

standard (Pertec) embedded formatters that employ PE, GCR,

NRZI, and other recording formats into Data General MV

series minicomputers using DOG/UX,

Supports Remote Density Select capability under OG/Ux.

Changes to existing DG/UX software are not neccessary.

DG/UX 6026 AOS emulaticn is mtb, 6300/4307 emulation is mtd.

For an overview of the BMX=2, please read Section 1.0 in the

BMX=-2 Technical Manual.

A.2 INSTALL AT ION

Follow Section 2.0 in the BMX-2 Technical Manual for proper

installation and confiaquration of the Coupler.

For proper system installation and configuration, refer to

Data General's DG/UX System Administrator Guide.

A.3 TROUBLE= SHOOTING

For error description, diaanostic, and trouble-shcotina

Techniques, read Secticn 3.0 of the BMX=-2 Technical Manual.

Below are some common error codes that could be reported by

the host computer when using voicopy, tar, or cpio:

wolcopy

* Error Code 6, in GCR mode

Meanina: No such device or address. 1/0 on a special file

refers to a sub-device that does not exist, or

thet extends beyond the limits of the device. It

may also occur when a device is not on-line or no

disk pack Is loaded on a darive. | |

Cause: A poor quality tape for use at 6250 bpi is being

used action.

solution: Use a higher quality tape at 6250 bpl.



* Error Code 28

Meaning: No space left on device. Ouring a write to an
ordinary file, there is no space left on the

device on which to write.

Cause: The lenath of the reel of tape being used was
incorrectly specified.

solution: Specify a shorter lencth for the reel of tape or
use a lonaer tape.

cplo

* Error Code 6, In GCR mode (see volcopy description)

* Error Code 28 (see volcopy description)

* Errno: 5, Can't write output

(NOTE: Errno js the correct display)

* Errno: 5, Can't read input

Possible Causes: - a data late has occurred

- an illecal operaticn has occurred

- a parity error has occurred

- @ bad tape status has occurred

-~ an odd number of characters has been read

within the record

tar

* Tape write error

Tape read error

Possible Causes: a data late has occurred

- an illeaqal operation has occurred

- a parity error has occurred

- @ bad tape status has occurred

- an odd number of characters has been read

within the record

USAGE GUIDELINES

Tape Density Select Considerations: if a manual or fIxed
censity select drive type Is chosen from the BMX-2
Configurator, the tape mode density should always be set to
medium (1600 bpi), regardiess of the manually selected or

fixed density of the tape drive. This applies to both 6026
and 6300/4307 emuiations.

For further guidelines, refer to Data General's DG/UX System
Administrator Guide, /UX Family Administrator Reference

Manual, and OG/UX System Operator Guide.
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PROGRAMMING NOTES

Read Section 5.0 of the BMX=-2 Technical Manual.

Refer to the /UX Family Procrammer Reference Manual.

RESTRICTIONS.

The BMX-2 Software Support Package cannot be loaded onto

Gisk,. Support prcarems must be loaded from tape.
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Please give us your comments.

Please use this form to send us your comments regarding this

Technical Manual. Your input is greatly appreciated! Problems

will be promptly addressed and action taken as necessary. If

you wish a written reply, please furnish your name and mailing

address. Thank you.
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